
April 11, 2024 
 
Coaches, 
 
Couple quick notes: 
 
Build Events 
The build event signup spreadsheet will close at the end of today, Thurs 4/11/24. 
 
The build event signups and all tournament-related documents can be found 
at: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1LLMC5WKz_AXV6GhQT-
0C76jAzom2Rnj7 
 
PLEASE NOTE that there are only 8 teams allowed per slot for a build event. The 
spreadsheet isn't always properly excluding signups above this, so refer to the number 
of teams per slot at the bottom of the page before adding a signup. 
 
Note a few policies on these signups: 
- Formally, build event signups are "preferences" for event times. Event Supervisors 
have final say in which teams run at which times. A team may compete without a signup 
as a true "walkin", but should expect to be deprioritized behind teams with a valid 
signup. 
 
- MSO tournament policy is that we do not provide exceptions for teams to run outside 
of stated event time blocks (i.e. the event time assigned on the schedule). We 
encourage all students to arrive early to their signup time, or if teams cannot find a 
signup time that works, we encourage them to arrive early as a "walkin" for whatever 
time they are able and anticipate possible contingency plans if ESs cannot 
accommodate on their schedule. 
 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
A reminder it is MSO policy for tournament staff NOT to provide PPE that is stated in 
event rules. It is the responsibility of each individual team/coach to assure that their 
students arrive for relevant events with their proper PPE, and that they wear it as 
required during their events. Students will be given the chance to obtain PPE if they do 
not have it, but they will not be allowed to participate until they do and will not be 
provided any extra time for the event. 
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